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possessing an organization and privileges of considerable
importance and antiquity.1 So far as can be judged,
the customs of the free miners were traditional, based
on prescription, recognized as early as the time of
Henry III, and officially confirmed by Edward I. By
these customs the right of mining was restricted to the
free miners resident within the bounds of the Forest,
and they had also "control of the export of the iron
ore, all persons carrying it down the Severn being
bound to pay dues to the miners under penalty of
forfeiture of their boat. The free miners had also the
right of digging anywhere within the Poorest, except in
gardens, orchards, and curtilages ; the lord of the soil,
who might be the king or a private landowner, was
entitled to a share as a member of the fellowship, almost
always consisting of four ' verns ' or partners. Besides
the right thus to open a mine, the miners had a claim to
access thereto from the highway, and to timber for their
works. In return, the king received from ewry miner
who raised three loads of ore in a week one penny,
which was collected by the " gaveller ' every Tuesday
' between Mattens and Masse '. He had also the right
to certain quantities of ' law-ore ' from the different
mines every week, for which the miners were paid at
the rate of a penny a load; and if he was working an
itinerant forge they were bound to supply ore therefor
at the same rate; and finally there was a royal export
duty of a halfpenny on ev^ry load of ore taken out of
the Forest.2
1	Nicholls, Ironmahing in the Forest of Dean ;   V. C. H. Gloucs.,
ii. 219-23.
2	This was farmed in 1280 for ^23, so that the amount exported
annually must have been well over 10,000 loads.   About sixty yeare

